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<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Ashima Puri</td>
<td>Psychologist</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. David Ng</td>
<td>DotKids Foundation</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Saakshar Duggal</td>
<td>Youth Coordinator, Centre against Cyberbullying</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Ujwala Uppaluri</td>
<td>Centre for Communication Governance at National Law University, Delhi</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Subhash Dhakal</td>
<td>Director, Department of IT, Government of Nepal</td>
<td>Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Mohammad Abdul Haque</td>
<td>Secretary General, Bangladesh Internet Governance Forum (BIGF)</td>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
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Moderator: Mr. Pavan Duggal  
Moderator: Mr. Babu Ram Aryal
Agenda (Topics)

- **Security**: Online Safety/ Protection & Legislation for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters Internet.
- **Legislation**: Privacy & Human Rights and Obligations for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
- **Innovation**: Creative Ideas to be supported like new IDN gTLDs e.g dotKID(S), or dotBaby
- **Recognition**: Invites stakeholders to represent collective or individual efforts, acknowledge their initiatives, and develop central repository highlighting achievements.
- **Desirable Internet**: Let us implement Civilized Internet
- **Roadmap** for the enablement of Civilized Internet for the Next Generation
- **Way forward**
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Opening Introduction & Workshop Objective,

Remote Participant
We invite Enhanced Cooperation between Internet Users Constituencies and all Stakeholders for common dialogue to understand the fundamental needs of the local and regionals Internet Communities and highlight findings regarding deficient parts of policies at global level and to support in engaging global policy development institutions to fill up the gap and to take necessary steps towards a Secure and Desirable Internet.

We also invites cooperation for the formation of a global consortium, a platform for the Standardization and Implementation of Code of Ethics for the formation of a Civilized Internet for our Next Generation, the Innocent Minds.
Workshop Objective

With the context for the formation of a Civilized Internet, we believe that it is time to review the Internet sphere, emphasizing our extending focus to evaluate the current Internet System, the contents, the usage, the users and its penetration in our life. We should know that what kind of contents we have, what type of contents are being developed, and what kind of safety & protection we are providing to our users against new threats and challenges and what kind of Internet we are handing over to our Next Generation, to The Innocent Minds.

Asia Pacific Regional Internet Governance Forum provides us the opportunity to invite multi stakeholders for a common dialogue and to re-think about the governance and to establish code of ethics “ضبط م اخلاق” for the foundation of a good, clean, healthy and useful Internet that should be secure, reliable and accessible for everyone living anywhere in the world and without any fear or any threat to the end users.

This is the fundamental need for peaceful and healthy atmosphere of the Internet Sphere.
Security

- Online Safety of the age-group-base Users for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters’.

- Mechanism & Awareness to protect them from Online Threats.

- Security and Protection of their personal information like their profiles and identity.

- Awareness about the online threats, safety & protection.
Legislation

- Privacy & Human Rights for age-base Internet Users (Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters).

- Obligations for Source Provides for Abuse Internet Contents
  - Who provides Web Hosting Services
  - Who provide Connectivity to Upload/Download
  - Who help in propagation of Abuse Contents
  - Who support facilitate hacking and phishing
Innovation (Convenient, Vibrant, Equivalent)

- Creative Ideas to be supported
  - like new IDN gTLDs e.g dotKID(S), or dotBaby
  - like every newborn baby would have an Internet Address and when s/he will start using internet for communication, will have global multi-lingual email id.
  - Separate Internet Devices for the Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
  - Free Internet Service for these devices
  - Especially developed Web/Mobile Apps and Download Utilities for age-base Users.
  - Separate versions of Browsers for these age-base Users on their devices.
  - Separate versions of Search Engine that will a database of only certified and age-base classified contents/websites/utilities/videos and applications to respond to queries.
Recognition

- Invites stakeholders to represent collective or individual efforts, acknowledge their initiatives, and develop central repository highlighting achievements.

- There are many organizations who are working on the same theme for the safety & protection of kids from Online Threats, but it's time to engage/unite them on a single platform to share their experience and deliver it to the Internet Communities jointly and globally.

- We should also recognize the needs, efforts, and initiatives of the new generation.
It is time for the foundation of a Civilized Internet.

- We strongly recommend to develop a certified automatic mechanism/ procedure for the categorization and classification of Networks, Utilities, Cloud Hosting Service, Websites & Contents.

- We have to identify what is right and what is wrong. What is safe for our innocent minds: Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters.
Wish List:

Wish list for the Civilized Internet formation includes:

- Certified Databases of Web Contents, Pages, Websites, Videos and Applications with age-base classification
- Special Search Engines for age-base users.
- Promote Informative & Educational Materials
- The development of Multi O/S Internet Browsers for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters.
Desirable Internet

- Free & Easy Internet Access (on Internet enabled Kids Devices) at their home and Schools
- Free Email Systems (e.g. KidsEmail.org)
- Safe and Vibrant Social Networking Websites
- Multilogue Platform for Governance of ‘Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters’
- Engaging Children’s Guardians & Teachers for Dialogue on Code of Conduct
- Requests Internet Society for age-group and language base Chapters of Internet Communities rather than state-base chapters only for the Internet Users & communities familiar with English.
Advocacy for necessary Legislation: National and International Anti-Cybercrime-Law is required for the protection of innocent minds of our next generation. Legislation with appropriate fine or punishment may reduce the followings:

- Obscene/ Pornographic/ Stimulating Abuse Contents either in form of Pictures & Graphics, Videos or Text Literature.

- Hosting, uploading, transferring, selling the Obscene/ Pornographic/ Stimulating Abuse Contents (e.g. as a web service).

- Downloading, Viewing up to the extent of addiction, reselling the Obscene/ Pornographic/ Stimulating Abuse Contents.
Desirable Internet

Enhanced Cooperation for Standardization of Code of Ethics and formation of Civilized Internet:

- Civilized Internet is only possible with the Global engagement for sharing social responsibilities.
- Secure and Safe Database of Contents and Utilities are only possible by a unique global certification association and trustworthy authority to serve in local communities according to their national bylaws for the benefit of a common user.

- We invite Users/Business Constituencies and all stakeholders: Let us join our hands together for the formation of a global consortium to form a Secure, Convenient, Vibrant, Equivalent, Desirable Civilized ‘Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters’
We urge global cooperation, and invite you to join us and support.

Should it be called a Global consortium or International forum or Civil Society, who could implicitly work jointly with the experiences of member organizations and experts to establish a certified database of contents, websites, applications, platform, tools and utilities categorized by the age-base user-groups, consistent to the National and International Laws.

Do you agree with us,

please raise you hands

Thanks & Regards (Imran Ahmed Shah)
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Moderator: Please read the next Pages

Yuliya Morenets

Executive Director of TaC-Together against Cybercrime International EU/France

Remote Participant
She sent here comments, saying that,

- We believe that the common engagement and the multistakeholder dialogue are needed for better empowerment of children and kids online.

- The subject of child online protection today is not only the question of child abuse images or fight against pedopornographic content. It is a complex issue which combines different aspects, such as: privacy of minors and the protection of their personal data, electronic transactions made by minors, the liability of third parties, including parents, liability of online advertisers, assistance to the victims, etc.
Children start to use the Internet at a younger age than it was a few years ago. Another rising phenomenon is that children today represent quite often both the offender and the victim, so minors often cause online harm to another minor (s). Attention needs to be paid to the content self-generated by minors.

All children do not face the same risk level online, as a number of them are more fragile or more vulnerable with regard to online risks and dangers. This is due to the difficult home situation, the use of drugs, alcohol, sexual abuse by family members, social conditions, etc.
That is why it is important to urge the development of child online protection Strategy at regional and national levels by taking into account the work done by ITU COP Initiative and its partners and to pay particular attention to legal response in the field of child online protection, with increased focus on the developing countries.

TaC is happy to share its Initiative on the empowerment of vulnerable children and Youth.

See: http://www.commonwealthigf.org/blog/risks-and-responsibilities-online-how-to-empower-vulnerable-children-online/

We are happy to bring the message of French Youth in the field, see You Tube video. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDf6ntTW2Bc

Thanks, Yuliya Morenets
Moderator: Please read the next Page

Dr Wang Shengkai

Senior Engineer at
China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC)
China

Remote Participant
He just forwarded his comments,

- Governance of the Internet for KIDS, TEENAGERS and Youngsters now has become one of the most important problems in the Internet governance. It’s really a very important problem!

- To some extent, there is no border between the Internet between different countries, for this reason, we’d find new and creative measures, on a higher level, to govern and manage the Internet and the contents on it for the protection of online KIDS, TEENAGERS and Youngsters.

- I think we’d establish some constructive and flexible mechanisms for information, technology and blacklist sharing, and for further cooperation between different countries.

Thanks, Dr Wang Shengkai
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